It is known that glucocorticoids inhibit the growth of mammalian cells in tissue culture (Holden and Adams, 1957; Bass and Snell, 1961) . On the other hand, glucocorticoids were found to increase alkaline phosphatase activity in cultured cells (Maio and Carli, 1963) probably due to the increase of de novo synthesis of the enzyme protein according to Nitowski et al.,(1963) and Cox and MacLeod(1964) .
It therefore seems to be worthwhile to examine the nucleic acid metabolism in such 
P -Labelling of HeLa cells
HeLa cells grown in monolayers in 500ml culture bottle with 20ml of phosphate-free medium or that containing HC at the concentration of 10 iug/m/ were labelled with 32P-inorganic phosphate of varing radio- 
Results
Effect of HC on the growth of HeLa cells
As seen in Figure 1 , HC inhibited the growth of HeLa cells at all the concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 10 with progressively stronger degree. It has been reported that HC succinate inhibited the growth of HeLa cells at 50pg/m/ (Bass and Snell, 1961) 
Chromatographic profile of nucleic acids of He La cells
The total nucleic acids extracted from HeLa cells after 32P-labeling were separated by MBSA column with linear gradient concentration of NaCl to several components that could be detected by ultraviolet absorption or radioactivity. The typical chromatogram of 30 mins. pulse-labeling is shown in Figure 4a . Peaks of unadsorbed, acid-soluble material (not indicated), s-RNA (eluting NaC1 concentration; 0 .4 M), DNA (0.6M) and r-RNA (0 .75M) were distinguishable in the chromatogram by ultraviolet absorption, while two peaks of so-called rapidly labeled RNA were observed after r-RNA and designated as q1 and q2 (q1 0 .80 M, q2 0.86M). The eluting pattern might indicate larger molecular weight of q1 and q2 than that of r-RNA, in accordance with the report of Yoshikawa-Fukada et al ., (1965) on nucleic acid pattern in FL cells obtained by MBSA column chromatography.
On longer labeling time (60 mins . Fig. 4b ), the q1 peak shifted toward r-RNA peak , although q2 peak remained the same area as 30 mins. labeling. And the longer was labeling time , the smaller became the q2 peak and the nearer shifted the q1 peak toward r-RNA peak . With 24 hrs. labeling, the radioactivity profile almost coincided with the absorbance profile .
Base composition of rapidly-labeled RNA
To clarify the characteristics of rapidly labeled RNA, base composition of r-RNA , q1
and q2 peaks was examined according to the for 2 days the incorporation of 32P into DNA, q1 and q2 was all inhibited (s-RNA peak was too small to be compared). By calculation of inhibitory ratio (see the legend of Table 2 ) it was demonstrated that 32P-incorporation into q1 was most greatly inhibited (Table 2) . Further treatment with HC (4 days) resulted in almost complete disappearance of q1 peak, though q2 peak was still seen (Fig. 6 ). (Simon and Praag, 1964 ) and dinitrophenol had the same activity in E. coli (Simon et al.,1966) . In bacterial system, when a culture was shifted from nutriently rich to relatively poor condition (shift down) r-RNA synthesis was selectively inhibited (Rosset et al., 1966) as is well known. Thus , the fact that HC inhibited the synthesis of r-RNA precursor in HeLa cells selectively as shown in this work , may be the result of"shift down"-like condition prompted by the addition of HC. In fact , Mohri (1967) reported that HC decreased the free amino acids pools in HeLa cells . Since it is now evident that nucleolus is responsible for r-RNA synthesis, the effect of HC on r-RNA precursor synthesis observed here, may be explained in reference, to some changes in the Lang et al.(1968) observed that the m-RNA from HC-treated rat liver had the template activity for tyrosine transaminase when it was added to protein synthesizing system in vitro. The fact that the d-RNA or m-RNA was still to be synthesized and some enzyme activities increased within 4 days after HC treatment, in spite of perfect inhibition of the cell growth and synthesis of r-RNA precursor, might indicate the possibility that this remainder of d-RNA synthesis was responsible for the increase in those enzyme activities , though such possibility still remains to be proven.
